
The European Central Bank’s (ECB) decade-long
Quantitative Easing (QE) program to keep the economy
afloat has had an unprecedented effect on asset prices. The
30bn Euro a month purchasing program of public and
corporate debt has distorted credit markets and pushed the
relationship between risk and reward far from rational
bounds.

Risk & Return

For us to understand the interaction between asset classes,
its useful picturing it as a spectrum:

High Yield

The least risky assets are the Federal funds - short term
borrowing instruments guaranteed by the Federal Reserve
and used mostly between banks. Moving right along the
spectrum (and yield curve), brings more risk & return – US
10 Year Treasuries (UST’s) compensate investors for their
longer maturities but are still guaranteed by the Fed. As
they have no counterparty risk, they are regarded as the
closest thing to a true “risk free rate” in the global markets,
as the Fed can print more currency to pay investors if
required. Thereafter, as investors demand higher returns
for taking on higher risk, their investment universe will
expand to corporate bonds. The bonds can be issued by
both investment grade (strong corporates like Apple or
Goldman Sachs which pose little risk of failing) or non-
investment grade (High Yield or HY– denoting the higher
yield investors demand for taking on counterparty risk).

QE’s effect on asset prices

Owing to QE’s large scale purchases of both sovereign and
corporate debt, bonds prices have been pushed
considerably higher, lowering the yield from these
instruments. There is approximately $11trn worth of bonds
now trading at a negative yield. This forced investors to buy
higher yielding instruments in order to meet their
investment objectives (and take on the higher associated
risk).

If we compare 10 Year UST’s to European HY, we see the
extent to which the ECB has distorted markets. HY credit is
now at a yield level comparable with UST’s – as seen in
Chart 1.

This implies that an investor would be compensated as
much for owning a European non-investment grade
company’s bonds as they would for owning 10 Year UST’s
guaranteed by the Federal Reserve. European corporate
bonds are being priced as if they are essentially riskless.
Recent developments surrounding Steinhoff debt (also held
by the ECB) suggests that these bonds are anything but
riskless.

Chart 1: Euro HY yield the same as 10 Year UST’s

High Yield vs. Equity

HY Corporate paper’s real return, or rather their nominal yield
adjusted for inflation (1.5% average inflation rate in the Euro
area), is half that of European equity’s 3% dividend yield (using
the broad Bloomberg European 500 Index as a benchmark).
We don’t adjust the dividend yield for inflation as the value of
assets in a company will increase with inflation – effectively
already being a real yield.
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Chart 2: Real Return on High Yield rel. to Dividend Yield of 
European Equity

Credit markets have soared over the last decade because of
QE. Understandably, much focus is now on the ECB’s
inevitable exit from the program and the considerable
decrease in liquidity this will cause. For the time being, this
remains supportive of equities.
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